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Six-dimensional (6D) quantum scattering calculations of reaction probabilities are reported for the
reaction. An arrangement channel hyperspherical coordinate method is used. A newOH] H2H H2O] H

potential energy surface due to Ochoa and Clary is employed. The results agree well with those calculated
using the rotating bond approximation (RBA) and the quasi-classical trajectory (QCT) method. 6D quantum,
RBA and QCT calculations of rate constants for the reaction agree well with experiment. InOH ] H2
addition, RBA calculations of di†erential cross sections for the reaction and theOH] D2 ] HOD] D
photodetachment spectrum for also agree well with experiment. These results suggest that the newH3O~
potential surface is reliable for this reason.

1. Introduction
The reaction

OH] H2 H H2O ] H

has served as a benchmark for the development of quantum
scattering theories capable of treating chemical reactions
involving four atoms.1 The Ðrst such calculations used the
rotating bond approximation (RBA) in which the rotational
motion of OH and vibrational motion of and wereH2 H2Otreated by explicit quantum mechanics while the rotational
motion of and was treated with a reduced dimen-H2 H2Osionality approximation.2 Various other approximations have
also been applied to this reaction.3,4 Accurate quantum scat-
tering calculations have also been done more recently. This
includes calculation of cumulative reaction probabilities5 and
wavepacket calculations of reaction probabilities selected in
the initial ro-vibrational states.6 In addition, coordinates spe-
cially tailored for this type of reaction, such as arrangement
channel hyperspherical coordinates, have been applied to cal-
culate the full state-to-state S matrix.7 New time-dependent
calculations have also been performed on this reaction.8,9

One reason why there have been so many calculations on
this reaction is that it is the main route to inH2Ocombustion10 and is also important in interstellar chem-
istry.11 Also, there have been a remarkable number of experi-
ments on this reaction ranging from rate constants,12 to
di†erential cross sections,13 to measurement of vibrational
mode e†ects14h16 and to photodetachment of H3O~.17

Almost all the quantum dynamics calculations mentioned
above used a potential energy surface (PES) due to Schatz and
Elgersma (SE), or minor modiÐcations of it.18 This potential is
a Ðt to limited ab initio data and has the advantage that it is
easy to use in both quantum scattering2 and classical trajec-
tory computations.19 The more recent calculations have
demonstrated some deÐciencies of this potential, including a
spurious well in the entrance channel, and a slightly incorrect
geometry for the transition state.2,20 In addition, this poten-
tial does not give accurate vibrational energy levels of H2Oand does not describe the full symmetry of the system.H3O

A new PES recently developed by Ochoa and Clary21 (OC)
is free from the defects mentioned above and is based on more
extensive ab initio calculations than the SE PES. It is, there-
fore, important to perform scattering calculations on this
potential to test its accuracy. In addition, such computations
serve as a test of the reliability of approximate methods when
results are compared with those obtained by 6D quantum
scattering calculations.

The aim of this paper is to report scattering calculations on
the reaction obtained with the new OC potential.OH ] H2The reaction probabilities, obtained with the 6D arrangement
channel hyperspherical coordinate method,7 are used to test
the accuracy of the RBA and the quasi-classical trajectory
(QCT) method for this system. A J-shifting approximation22
allows the reaction probabilities to be turned into rate con-
stants, and these are compared with experiment.12 In addi-
tion, RBA calculations of di†erential cross sections for the

reaction are compared with experi-OH] D2] HOD ] D
mental measurements13 and a RBA computation of the spec-
trum for the photodetachment of a process that needsH3O~,
the potential surface for its descrip-OH] H2 H H2O ] H
tion, is also compared with experiment.17 The results
described here thus represent a comprehensive test of the OC
potential and a test of the accuracy of approximate dynamical
methods for this important reaction.

Section 2 describes brieÑy the theoretical methods used in
our calculations. Section 3 compares 6D quantum reaction
probabilities with those obtained by the RBA and QCT. In
Section 4, results of rate constants, di†erential cross sections
and photodetachment spectra are compared with experiment
to test the new potential energy surface. Conclusions are in
Section 5.

2. Theory and numerical details

A. Potential energy surface

So far all modern dynamical calculations on the title reaction
have been made on the potential energy surface developed by
Schatz and Elgersma.18 This PES is a many-body expansion
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with a very simple formulation. However, it does have some
Ñaws, including a spurious well in the entrance H2] OH
channel, which was corrected later.2 It does not describe well
the potential and vibrational energy levels of Also, thisH2O.
PES does not describe the full symmetry of the system.H3OThe new OC PES21 does not have these defects and is con-
structed with the aid of more recent ab initio calculations.20
These ab initio data were Ðtted to an analytical form using the
LAGROBO (largest angle generalisation of rotating bond
order) model (see ref. 21 and references therein) in which the
potential function is expressed as a many-process expansion of
rotating bond order potentials. The LAGROBO model can
guarantee that the PES does not have spurious structures and
that it is continuous and smooth in the whole domain of con-
Ðgurations, even in zones for which no ab initio information is
available. All properties of the OC PES were discussed in
detail elsewhere.21 For example, the characteristics of the
transition state (geometry, energy, and frequencies) were found
to be in good agreement with ab initio data. Another example
illustrating an asymptotic property of the OC PES is given in
Table 1. Here we compare the vibrational energies for H2Ocalculated by using the OC PES with experimental data23 and
those calculated with the SE potential surface.9 Note that the
eigenvalues obtained on the OC PES derive from our 6D cal-
culations in the asymptotic limit where the H atom is far away
from the molecule. Clearly, the agreement with theH2Oexperimental data is much better when the OC potential is
used.

B. Full dimensional quantum scattering calculations

We use the arrangement channel hyperspherical coordinate
method to carry out the full dimensional (6D) calculations for
the reaction.7 In general, the theoryH2] OHHH2O] H
used here is an extension to four-atom reactions of methods
applied by Schatz,24 Kuppermann and co-workers,25 and
Parker and Pack26 to three-atom reactions. All relevant
details of this method have been published in our previous
paper.7 Therefore only a brief outline is given here.

We consider reactions of the type AB] CDH MA] BCD,B
] ACDN where the bond CD is not broken during the reac-
tion. The reaction channels are denoted a(A] BCD),
b(B] ACD), and c(AB] CD). Each channel, j, is character-
ised by the set of six internal coordinates

Rj , rj , z, hj , Ëj , rj (1)

and by the set of Euler angles denoted as The coordinateHj .
z does not need a channel subscript because it corresponds to
the CD bond which is common to all channels. Using hyper-
cylindrical coordinates

z, o2 \ Rj2 ] rj2 , dj \ arctan
A rj
Rj

B
(2)

and the angles we arrive at the HamiltonianCj \ Mhj , Ëj , rjNoperator

H(o, z, Hj , dj , Cj)\ [
+2
2k

1

o5
d

do
o5

d

do

] HS(z, Hj , dj , Cj ; o) (3)

The explicit form of the surface Hamiltonian, is given inHs ,ref. 7.
For a given value of o, the channel surface states, areU

n
jJMe,

the simultaneous eigenfunctions of the channel surface Hamil-
tonian

HS(z, Hj , dj , Cj ; o)U
n
jJMe\ E

n
j(o)U

n
jJMe (4)

as well the total angular momentum, J, and the parity oper-
ator of the whole four-atom system. The indices M and e are
the projection of J on the space Ðxed OZ axis and the coordi-

nate inversion parity, respectively. We are looking for U
njJMeas an expansion over the channels basis functions

Bjvjwjj)j
JMe \ Y

jj)j
JMe(Hj , Cj)svj(dj)sw

(z) (5)

The deÐnitions of the BF angular momentum eigenfunctions,
and the channel ““vibrational ÏÏ basis functions andY

jj)j
JMe s

v
(d)

are given in ref. 7. Note that is the collective index tos
w
(z) jjdenote For the a and b channels, is the orbital( j1j, j2j , j12j ). j1a(b)angular momentum operator of B and A with respect to the

diatom CD, respectively. For the c channel, is the rotation-J1jal angular momentum operator of diatom AB. For all chan-
nels, denotes the rotational angular momentum operator ofj2jCD. Vectors and are coupled to form which,j1j j2j j12j \ j1j ] j2jfor the a and b channels, corresponds to the total angular
momentum operator of the triatoms BCD and ACD, respec-
tively.

Having obtained the channel surface eigenfunctions we use
them to expand the total surface states as

t
k
(z, dj , Cj , Hj ; o) \ ;

j{, n
C

nk
j{ U

n
j(z, dj{ , Cj{ , Hj{ ; o) (6)

where, for simplicity, we drop all symbols except those that
describe an arrangement channel and a state number. Note
that functions and with are orthogonal only atU

n
j U

m
j{ j D j@

large o. At small o they overlap to couple the di†erent
arrangement channels. The diagonalization of the surface
Hamiltonian, in the basis (6) leads to the generalisedHs ,eigenvalue problem as described in ref. 7.

Once the total surface functions have been calculated on a
grid of Ðxed values of o, we use the R-matrix propagation
method27 to Ðnd the solution of the equation forSchro� dinger
the scattering wavefunction Wj0n0

HWj0n0 \ EWjj0n0 (7)

where the Hamiltonian H is given by eqn. (3), E is total
energy, and and label the initial channel and state,j0 n0respectively. A signiÐcant advantage of this approach is that it
is very easy to calculate reaction probabilities for more than
one energy once a calculation has been done at the Ðrst
energy, since the surface states are energy independent. The
close-coupling expansion is used to solve eqn. (7), starting
from a small value of o in the classically forbidden region and
integrating out to large o, where appropriate boundary condi-
tions are applied to obtain the Ðnal S matrix elements
MSjn, j0n0N.For a given total energy E, once the whole S matrix has
been obtained, we can calculate di†erent reaction probabil-
ities, namely, the state-to-state probabilities

PjnHj0n0(E) \ o Sjn, j0n0(E) o2 (8)

the initial state-selected ones

PjHj0n(E) \ ;
n

PjnHj0n(E) (9)

and the cumulative probability

PjHj0(E) \ ;
sym

;
n

;
n0

PjnHj0n(E) (10)

Here besides the initial states and Ðnal ones, n, we alson0 ,
sum over the four symmetry cases.

In our previous study7 we have applied the above method
to the reaction where the length of theH2] OHHH2O] H
OH bond was Ðxed. Here we carry out the full (6D) dimen-
sional calculations using the OC PES for J \ 0.

We have carried out the calculations in four, ““ even(oddÈ
even(odd) ÏÏ, symmetry cases. Here the Ðrst type of the sym-
metry is that associated with the coordinate inversion and the
second one is the permutation symmetry of two H atoms. Due
to the symmetry of the problem, only two sets of channel
surface functions, namely, and needc(H2] OH) a(H2O] H),
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Table 1 Vibrational energies (in cm~1) of with the groundH2Orotational state

Vibrational state OC PES SE PES, ref. 9 Observed23

010 1594 1427 1595
020 3155 2645 3151
100 3645 3516 3657
001 3739 3702 3756
030 4684 3597 4667
110 5191 4895 5235
011 5293 5056 5331

a The zero energy is deÐned as the ground vibrational state.

to be calculated explicitly. Since the numerical details of the
calculations within every block are similar we restrict the
description to the ““evenÈevenÏÏ case.

For the c channel, the basis set is constructed as follows.
We use sector ““vibrational ÏÏ functions andN

vc
\ 2 s

vc
(dc)functions Each vibrational function isN

w
\ 3 s

w
(z). s

n
(x)

associated with a number of rotational functions with j up to
the maximum value We have usedj

n
max. ( j1c )0max\ 12, ( j1c )1max \

6 for for OH, and allH2 , ( j2c )0max \ 12, ( j2c )1max \ 8, ( j2c )2max \ 4
possible values of Note that due too j1c [ j2c oO j12c O ( j1c ] j2c ).the symmetry, only even rotational functions of areH2included in the basis set. The rotational functions of andH2OH are coupled to produce the functions ofY

jcXc/0J/0,M/0, e \ Y
jc
e

eqn. (5) as described in ref. 7. Since we consider only J \ 0, the
inversion parity for all channels is given by

e \ ([1)j1j`j2j`j1j2 (11)

The method of calculating vibrational basis functions, s
vc
(dc)and is given in ref. 7. In total, we used ro-s

w
(z), Ntotc \ 1102

vibrational basis functions when calculating the surface wave-
functions in the c channel.

For the a channel, the description of the basis set is similar
to the above with some exceptions. We have used andN

va
\ 3

with andN
w

\ 3 ( j1a )0max\ ( j2a )0max\ 20, ( j1a )1max \ ( j2a )1max\ 18,
However, in this case the use of all pos-( j1a )2max\ ( j2a )2max\ 8.

sible will make the size of the basis set too big. Therefore,j12awe reduce the size of the basis set by introducing for( j12a )
vaw
max

each pair of w). These values are given in Table 2. Such a(va ,
basis set consists of rotational functions and theNrota \ 2696
total number of ro-vibrational functions is equal to Nrota \
9997. To reduce further the size of the basis we used the pro-
cedure described previously.7 Keeping in mind that at the
asymptotic limit is a good quantum number, we, at the( j12a )
Ðrst stage, diagonalize the surface Hamiltonian in each ( j12a )
block. Then from each this block we pick up the lowest M

j12
a

states and use these states as a new basis setMa \ ;
j12

M
j12
a

to make a Ðnal diagonalization of the surface Hamiltonian for
the a channel. In the present calculations we use Ma \ 3324.

The closed-coupled equations were solved using the R
matrix propagation method27 with the integration limits of

and The whole region was dividedoa \ 2.8 a0 ob \ 12.0 a0.into 92 equally spaced sectors. At every sector andNa \ 1300
a and c states, respectively, were mixed to obtain theNc \ 500

total surface functions.

C. RBA calculations

The computational and numerical details of applying the RBA
to the reaction are described in detailOH ] H2H H2O] H
elsewhere.2,28 The method implemented here gives state-to-
state S matrix elements and reaction probabilities selected in

Table 2 Values of used in the computations( j12a )
vaw
max

(v,w) 0,0 1,0 2,0 0,1 1,1 2,1 0,2 1,2 2,2

j12max 22 18 12 18 16 10 10 8 4

the rotational states of OH, vibrational states of and theH2bending and local OH stretching vibrations of TheseH2O.
results for the local OH stretching vibration refer to a sum
over probabilities into both the symmetric and asymmetric
stretch vibration of Cumulative reaction probabilities,H2O.
for comparison with the accurate results, and rate constants,
for comparison with experiment, can be obtained by applica-
tion of a reduced dimensionality theory that requires the fre-
quencies correlating with the rotational motion at theH2transition state.22,28 Application of the coupled states approx-
imation allows S matrix elements to be obtained for di†erent
values of the total angular momentum J so that integral and
di†erential cross sections can be calculated.20 The method can
also be adapted to calculate the photodetachment spectrum
for a process for which or are theH3O~, OH] H2 H2O] H
products, and full details are given elsewhere.29

D. QCT calculations

We also used the QCT method to calculate cumulative and
various initial state-selected reaction probabilities for J \ 0
and thermal rate constants. Note that we calculate thermal
rate constants using the standard QCT procedure and, there-
fore, do not derive them from QCT probabilities obtained at
J \ 0. The methodology of the QCT calculations which we
carry out here, has been described previously.30 Here we just
review the main aspects referred to the choosing of the initial
conditions for the trajectories, and give some numerical
details.

For each initial state of OH and the internal energiesH2 ,
and bond lengths were selected according to the prescriptions
for a rotating Morse oscillator.31 The initial orientation and
the rotation plane of each diatomic were selected at random,
following standard procedures.32

When calculating the probabilities for J \ 0, the coordi-
nates and momenta for the relative motion must be selected
by such a way that they compensate the angular momentum
due to the rotation of the reactants. To do so, we Ðrst obtain
the Cartesian components of the rotational angular momen-
tum of and OH, and respectively. This can be doneH2 j1 j2 ,
once the initial bond lengths, orientations and planes of rota-
tion are determined. Then, we calculate the orbital angular
momentum, which for zero total angular momentum isj

R
,

given by

j
R

\ [( j1] j2) (12)

From and the collisional energy we assign coordi-o j
R

o EC ,
nates and momenta for the relative motion as

R
x
\ [ (R02[ b2)1@2 ; R

y
\ b, R

z
\ 0

P
Rx

\ (2kEC)1@2 ; P
Ry

\ 0, P
Rz

\ 0 (13)

where is the initial distance betweenb \ [ o j
R

o/(2k Ec)1@2, R0the centres of mass of the reactants and k is the reduced mass
for the relative motion. Finally, we rotate the vectors R and

by an angle s around the y axis and then by an angle /P
Raround the z axis so that eqn. (12) is fulÐlled. These angles are

given by

s \ arccos
A j

Rz
o j

R
o

B

/\g
arccos

A j
Rx

o j
R

o sin s
B

if j
Ry

[ 0

2n [ arccos
A j

Rx
o j

R
o sin s

B
if j

Ry
\ 0

(14)

To calculate the cumulative probabilities for J \ 0 we use a
Monte Carlo procedure. It consists of selecting the initial
states of the reactants at random, with uniform probability,
from the set of the allowed energy levels at the given total
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Fig. 1 (a) Cumulative probabilities for the reaction obtained with di†erent basis sets (as described in Table 3) in the 6DH2] OH] H2O ] H
quantum calculations. The collision energy is measured from the energy of (b) Initially state-selected reaction probabilitiesH2(0,0) ] OH(0,0).
for summed over all product ro-vibrational states. (c) Convergence test for the state-to-state,H2(0,0)] OH(0,0)] H2O ] H H2Oreaction probabilities. (d) The same as part (c) but summed over rotational states, to give reactionH2(0,0) ] OH(0,0)] H2O(0,0,0 ;2) ] H, H2Oprobabilities for H2(0,0) ] OH(0,0)] H2O(0,0,0) ] H.

energy. Then each trajectory is weighted by a degeneracy
factor g, that for J \ 0 is given by

g \ 2 min( j1, j2)] 1 (15)

When calculating the rate constants, the initial state of the
reactants, the collisional energy and the impact parameter are
selected at random. To select the initial states of the reactants
we used the Boltzmann distributions of the ro-vibrational
levels for the corresponding rotating Morse oscillators. For
the impact parameter we used a uniform distribution within
the interval [0, The value of was determined frombmax]. bmaxthe analysis of the opacity functions for di†erent initial states
of the reagents. In this analysis we did not include vibrational
excited states of the reactants as they are hardly occupied at
the temperatures we considered (T O 700 K). The collisional

energy was selected from the interval O) using the stan-(Emin ,
dard formulas.32 The value of was chosen from theEminanalysis of the threshold behaviour of the probabilities for
J \ 0.

In the calculation of reagent state-selected probabilities we
used between 1500 and 3000 trajectories per initial state, per
collisional energy. In the calculation of cumulative probabil-
ities we used between 1500 and 2000 trajectories depending on
the total energy. More trajectories were run at the lower ener-
gies to reduce the statistical uncertainty. In the calculation of
thermal rate constants we used between 6000 and 10 000 tra-
jectories per temperature. Again, more trajectories were used
at the lower temperatures to improve the statistics. The
maximum impact parameter was set at and thebmax\ 3.1 a0 ,
minimum collisional energy was set at eV. OnlyEmin\ 0.08

Table 3 Basis sets (““ evenÈevenÏÏ case) used in 6D quantum calculations

Basis set Ntotc Nrota Ntota Ma Nc Na

A 763 2400 7606 2526 400 1200
B 1102 2400 9039 3003 500 1300
C 1102 2696 9997 3324 500 1300
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Fig. 2 Cumulative probabilities for the reac-H2] OH] H2O ] H
tion calculated with the 6D quantum, RBA and QCT methods. The
collision energy is measured from the energy of H2(0,0) ] OH(0,0).

trajectories for which the conservation of total energy was
better than 5 ] 10~4 eV were considered in the calculations.
In the calculation of probabilities for J \ 0 we also ignored
trajectories for which the total angular momentum at the end
of integration was greater than 5 ] 10~4 +.

3. Reaction probabilities
In this section we present the results of J \ 0 reaction prob-
abilities for the obtained with threeH2 ] OH ] H2O] H
di†erent methods. Using the results of 6D quantum scattering

Fig. 3 Initial state-selected probabilities for the H2(0, j1)]OH(0, reaction as a function of the collision energyj2)] H2O ] H
measured from the energy of The probabilitiesH2(0, j1)] OH(0, j2).are summed over all product states of 6D quantum and QCTH2O.
results are compared.

calculations as a benchmark, we test the accuracy of the QCT
and RBA approximate methods for this reaction using the OC
PES.

One of the most important aspects of any quantum scat-
tering calculations is a test of the convergence of the reaction
probabilities with the increase of the ro-vibrational basis set
used in the scattering computations. The other parameters,
such as the size of the grid on which the channel surface wave-
functions are deÐned, the number of sectors, the value atobwhich the boundary conditions are applied, are also impor-
tant. The results of such a test are illustrated in Figs. 1(a)È1(d),
where we present the 6D quantum reaction probabilities cal-
culated within di†erent basis sets. The sizes of these basis sets
are given in Table 3. As one may expect, the best convergence
is achieved when describing the least detailed property such as
the cumulative probability (Fig. 1(a)). As the collision energy
increases, the di†erence between the results obtained with two
largest basis sets (B and C) increases from about 10% to 25%
with an average di†erence of 18%. This just reÑects the fact
that as the collision energy becomes higher the size of the
basis set should be larger. Fig. 1(b) shows the initial state-
selected probabilities to be converged within the similar level
of accuracy. Clearly, it is extremely difficult to converge small
individual state-to-state probabilities as it may be seen from
Fig. 1(c). However, when they are partially summed (for
example, over the Ðnal rotational states), these probabil-H2Oities exhibit much better convergence (Fig. 1(d)). We conclude
that the largest basis set used here is sufficient to estimate
probabilities summed over product rotational states of H2Owithin an accuracy of about 20%, but larger basis sets will be
needed to converge the reaction probabilities selected in the
individual rotational states of One should rememberH2O.
that even with basis sets reported here, 6D quantum scattering
calculations require a vast amount of computational
resources. Nevertheless the calculations with a larger basis
set are currently under way and will be reported in future
work.

In Fig. 2 we present the cumulative probabilities calculated
using di†erent methods. For the collision energies above 0.15
eV the average di†erence between RBA and 6D results does
not exceed 22%. However, at the lowest collision energies the
RBA cumulative probabilities tend to fall several times below
6D ones. We believe this due to the approximate nature of
RBA which does not treat all degrees of freedom. One sees
that the QCT results follow the quantum curves well except
for low collision energies. Near threshold, the QCT probabil-
ities exhibit a non-monotonic behaviour and seem to be too
large at the lowest collision energies. It is well known, that
QCT fails at low energies to describe the dynamics of the
reaction because of two reasons, the lack of zero point energy
and the lack of tunnelling. The QCT probabilities may be
above or below the quantum ones depending on which of
these e†ects is more important. Our current results suggest
that for the OC PES the lack of zero point energy is the domi-
nant e†ect and, therefore, we Ðnd the QCT cumulative prob-
abilities to be above the quantum ones. Also, when
probabilities are very small, the QCT method has a problem
due to its statistical nature. As the reaction probability
decreases the relative error given by the QCT method
increases. We believe that this statistical uncertainty is the
reason for the non-monotonic behaviour observed near the
threshold. The problem can be eliminated by running a
greater number of trajectories at the lowest collision energies.
However, this will make the calculations very costly.

We also note that the main contributions to the sum (10)
are given by ““evenÈevenÏÏ and ““oddÈevenÏÏ symmetry cases.
The ““even(odd)ÈoddÏÏ symmetry cases correspond to the
out-of-plane rotations only. Since the transition state of the

system is planar, they give a smallOH] H2] H2O] H
contribution to the cumulative probability.
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In Fig. 3 we compare various initial state-selected probabil-
ities obtained using 6D quantum scattering calculations with
the largest basis set (C) and QCT. We can see that the agree-
ment is again good. As one may expect, the maximum devi-
ation of the QCT results from the quantum ones tends to
appear at small collision energies.

4. Comparison with experiment

A. Rate constants

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of 6D quantum, RBA and QCT
rate constants with those measured in experiment12 for the

reaction. It can be seen that the agree-OH] H2] H2O] H
ment between all three methods is good over the 1000 K tem-
perature range considered. This is to be expected as the

Fig. 4 Arrhenius plot of the calculated and experimental12 rate con-
stants for the reaction.H2] OH] H2O ] H

cumulative probabilities obtained with the three methods
agree well. It should be noted that the 6D quantum rate con-
stants were obtained from the cumulative probabilities by the
J-shifting approximation22 and are, therefore, not exact.
However, several studies have demonstrated the reliability of
the J-shifting approximation for this reaction.33,34 The fact
that at near room temperatures the QCT rate constants are
above quantum ones is the reÑection of the corresponding
trend in QCT cumulative probabilities which was explained in
the previous section.

The agreement between the calculated and experimental
rate constants is quite good, especially between 330È900 K. In
this region the 6D quantum, RBA and QCT rate constants
agree with the experimental data within 12, 28 and 27%,
respectively. This agreement is superior to that obtained with
the SE potential which gave rate constants at least a factor of
two above experiment.5 To calculate the 6D quantum rate
constants at temperatures above 1000 K, we have to calculate
the reaction probabilities at higher collision energies than
reported here. Below 300 K, the rate constants of Fig. 4 are
seen to be above experiment, suggesting either that the poten-
tial surface allows for too much tunnelling or the vibrationally
adiabatic barrier is a little too low. These results emphasise
that the OC potential is an improvement on the SE potential
but is still not perfect.

B. Di†erential cross sections

The 6D quantum S matrix elements have so far been calcu-
lated for J \ 0 and thus di†erential cross sections cannot be
extracted from them. RBA calculations, however, can be done
for J [ 0 so that di†erential cross sections are readily com-
puted.

Fig. 5 compares RBA di†erential cross sections for the

OH] D2 ] HOD] D

reaction with those measured experimentally.20 Note that the
calculations are for OH in the ground rotational state while
the experiments refer to an initial thermal distribution of
states. The RBA di†erential cross sections are obtained in the

Fig. 5 (a) Comparison of the experimental di†erential cross sections, in the laboratory frame, for the reaction with RBAOH ] D2] HOD ] D
calculations. Results obtained using the KWC potential20 and the OC potential used in the present work21 are compared. Both total and
vibrationally selected di†erential cross sections are shown. Here (m,n) refers to HOD excited in the bend and local OD stretching modes,
respectively. (b) Comparison of experimental (È È È) and calculated (stick diagrams) product vibrational energy distributions with those obtained
in RBA calculations using the KWC and OC surfaces. The vibrational states of HOD are labeled by mn.
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Fig. 6 Calculated spectrum for the photodetachment of toH3O~
form (ÈÈ). Also shown in the experimental spectrumH2O ] H
(- - - -).17 The apex of the calculated largest peak has been set to the
experimental value.

centre of mass frame and have been converted into the labor-
atory frame for direct comparison with experiment.20,35 It can
be seen that the agreement is good, and is superior to that
obtained with the SE potential and a previous four-
dimensional potential (KWC) of Kliesch et al.20

Fig. 5 also compares RBA and experimental results for the
probability distribution of product vibrational energy. Once
again the agreement is good and superior to that obtained
with the two previous potentials. The HOD state with two
quanta in the OÈD stretching mode has the highest reaction
probability and dominates the translational energy distribu-
tion. This, in turn, reÑects the signiÐcant stretching of the
OÈH bond formed in the transition state of the reaction.

C. Photodetachment

The measured photodetachment spectra for

H3O~] OH] H2] e~ or H ] H2O ] e~

are a very sensitive test of a potential energy surface.17
Reduced dimensionality calculations on the SE potential
showed that this surface gives very poor comparisons with
experiment for the photodetachment spectra.36 RBA calcu-
lations using a reduced dimensionality potential obtained
from a spline-Ðt to 3D ab initio data give a better compari-
son.29 Fig. 6 gives comparison of the experimental17 photo-
detachment spectrum for the dominant channel H3O~] H2O] H ] e~ with that obtained with the RBA using the OC
potential. The same potential calculated previously wasH3O~
used in these simulations to calculate the vibrationalH3O~
states.29 The agreement between the RBA and experimental
photodetachment spectra is seen to be very good, including
the width of the main peak and the secondary peak corre-
sponding to excitation of the stretching state. This indi-H2Ocates that the OC potential should be reasonable in the exit
channel of the reaction(H ] H2O) OH] H2 ] H2O ] H
away from the transition state.

Classical trajectory calculations have also been done by
Lendvay and Schatz on the competition between vibrational
energy transfer and reaction in the reaction withH] H2Ovibrationally excited initially.37 Comparison with mea-H2Osured rate constants16 also suggests that the OC potential
gives a reasonable description of the channel.H] H2O

5. Conclusions
One aim of this paper has been to use 6D quantum scattering
calculations to test the accuracy of RBA and QCT computa-
tions of reaction probabilities for the OH ] H2] H2O] H
reaction using a new OC potential energy surface. Overall, the
reaction probabilities compare very well, giving strong evi-

dence that the RBA and QCT methods should be reliable for
a four-atom reaction such as this.

In addition, rate constants for the reaction, di†er-OH] H2ential cross sections for and photo-OH] D2 ] HOD] D,
detachment spectra for have been calculated andH3O~
compared with experiment. Overall the agreement between
the calculations and experiment for these three very di†erent
properties is good, suggesting that the OC potential is certain-
ly reasonable for this reaction and an improvement on pre-
viously developed potentials.
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